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Executive Summary 
!J The Iowa Department of Transportation (laDOT) has undertaken a major, planning 
effort to identify long-term system needs for 1-235 in Des Moines, Iowa. A 
consulting team headed by Jack E. Leisch & Associates (JEL) conducted a two-year 
study of the freeway from 1987 through early 1989. 
As the study progressed, it became apparent that improvements to the freeway 
could have many potential impacts on the Des Moines street system. Also, 
development plans for the Des Moines CBD continued to surface, raising questions 
regarding local street traffic problems and impacts. 
In the Spring of 1988, the city of Des Moines contracted with Jack E. Leisch & 
Associates to perform a parallel study of street system needs and impacts. This 
study, reported here, focused on problems and solutions associated with 
reconstruction of 1-235, long-term growth in the CBD, and other major changes in 
the transportation network.// 
The following are significant findings of the study. 
Traffic forecasts 
Population, and employment growth forecasets prepared by the DesMoines Area 
Transportation Planning Committee (DMATPC) would produce an increase in traffic 
by about 20 percent east and west of the central area, and over 40 percent 
within the central area. An analysis of travel patterns implied by this "year 
2010" forecast shows that: 
(1) Essentially all growth in travel demand east of the river and west of 
the Harding Road/Loop Arterial corridor is associated with 1-235. If 
this demand is accommodated on the freeway, relatively stable traffic 
volumes should ensue in the residential areas of Des Moines. 
(2) The loop arterial and associated land use development will significantly 
change travel patterns to the central area. Fully 33 percent of CBD-
oriented traffic will approach from the south, with another 28 percent 
from the west. 
(5) Traffic signals in the CBD core should be retimed as volumes and 
patterns evolve. Analyses of network traffic show significant 
potential for improved flow by retiming of signals. 
(6) The intersection of Keo Way and 12th Street should be reconstructed to 
accommodate the relocation of 12th Street freeway ramps to Keo Way. 
Implications of Freeway and Arterial Improvements 
Street system improvement needs are closely tied to both freeway reconstruction 
and land use policy in the region. This study indicates that relatively modest, 
low impact improvements would be required outside the CBD to accommodate fairly 
S"h~':a.ntial growth in traffic implied by the year 2010 forecasts. Even within 
the CBD, street system improvements are generally limited to minor intersection 
reconstruction, restriping, signal system improvements and alteration of one-way 
street patterns. These low cost, low impact solutions are contingent on the 
IaDOT's implementation of their long-range plan. Traffic growth is generally 
associated with longer distance trips which would use the freeway if sufficient 
capacity were provided. 
If I-235 is not improved but development continues to occur within the city and 
the metropolitan area, substantial adverse traffic and other impacts would 
occur. Substitution of arterial street capacity for freeway capacity would mean 
widening east-west streets such as University, Grand, Ingersoll; and improving 
many intersections. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the spring of 1987, the Iowa Department of Transportation initiated a 
comprehensive planning study of the problems and needs associated with 
Interstate Highway ?~5, which passes through the City of Des Moines. This 
study, completed during 1989, was performed by a consulting team headed by 
Jack E. Leisch & Associates. 
As the study evolved, and findings in initial stages were presented, it was 
apparent that the problems and needs associated with the freeway would have 
significant impact on the Des Moines street system. Issues concerning the 
amount and pattern of freeway traffic, how it accesses and egresses the freeway, 
and how potential freeway improvements relate to the street system, all became 
issues of local concern. 
In addition, plans for downtown redevelopment continued. As new office and 
other CBD developments were proposed, concerns were raised regarding their 
traffic impacts on the local street system. 
The above considerations led to a decision by the city to perform a parallel 
transportation study of street system needs and impacts. This study, begun in 
the spring of 1988 was conducted by Jack E. Leisch & Associates. The following 
are primary objectives of this second study, which is presented here: 
1. To investigate changes in traffic volumes and patterns associated with 
reconstruction of I-235. 
2. To identify future traffic and transportation problems associated with 
traffic volume increases. 
3. To determine long range solutions to future problems. 
4. To investigate the differences in traffic volumes and patterns 
associated with development with and without construction of the CBD 
Loop Arterial. 
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II. SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Determination of future needs requires an understanding of exisfing 
transportation facilities, their operational characteristics, and their 
relationship to existing as well as evolving land use activity. 
Highway Network 
Freeway System 
The study area is served by·one major freeway, I-235. I-235 travels east-west 
through the city from the southwest system interchange with I-BO and I-35, to 
the University Avenue interchange where it turns, heading north-south to the 
northeast system interchange with 1-BO and I-35. I-235 through Des Moines is a 
six basic lane freeway. Despite its through continuity; it prim&, ily functions 
as a major access route into the central business district (CBD) of Des Moines. 
The Iowa DOT study noted that I-235 currently carries 49,000 to 84,000 vehicles 
per day through Des Moines. During peak hours, the traffic demands of up to 
5,100 vehicles per hour (vph) approach the practical capacity of the freeway 
within Des Moines. Table 1 summarizes existing volume to capacity relationships 
on the freeway. 
Arterial Street System 
The study area is also served by a system of east-west arterials. North of 
I-235, University Avenue, a 4-lane facility, is the only east-west arterial with 
system continuity. South of the freeway, only Grand Avenue maintains complete 
continuity from east to west. Other east-west arterials include Ingersoll 
Avenue. Focusing on the CBD, only Grand Avenue and Locust Street carry 
continuous east-west traffic into the CBD. Grand and Locust form a one-way pair 
through the center of the CBD. 
The north-south system is limited in capacity. West of the downtown, 63rd, 
56th, 42nd and 31st Streets are continuous, two-lane arterials that interchange 
with I-235. Through the CBD, north-south one-way pairs are formed by 8th Street 
and 9th Street, 6th Avenue and 7th Street and 2nd Avenue and 3rd Street. 
5th Avenue is a southbound major feeder route into the downtown. Keo Way is 
a major arterial that interchanges with I-235 and penetrates 5th Avenue as a 
southbound feeder downtown. 
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East of the river, north-south streets include E. 6th Street and Pennslyvania 
Avenue, serving the capitol complex, and E. 14th and 15th Streets, which are 
designated as U.S. 65/69. 
Street System Inventory. --An early study task was assembling a complete 
inventory of the geometric and traffic operational conditions within the study 
area. The following data were collected from city files, field reviews and data 
files from the Iowa DOT study: 
o Width of Streets 
o Number and arrangement of lanes 
o Type of traffic control at major intersections (including phasing and 
timing of signalized intersections) 
o Configuration of street plan (i.e., one-way vs two-way) 
o Parking regulations 
Exhibit 2 illustrates existing street widths and operating configuration of the 
downtown street system. Appendix A summarizes lane arrangements at major 
intersections through the study area. 
Traffic Control Inventory. -- This study focused on the type of traffic control 
at each key intersection, and the functional characteristics of that control. 
An in-depth inspection of hardware condition and characteristics was not 
performed. It should be noted, however, that the existing downtown traffic 
signal system was put,in place in 1952. It is a simple 2-dial system. In 
addition to the maintenance problems associated with systems of that age, it 
lacks operational flexibility that is a characteristic of modern, computerized 
traffic signal systems. 
Traffic Volume Inventory. -- The study team also compiled a complete database 
describing traffic volumes and patterns within the study area. Peak-hour 
traffic and average daily traffic (ADT) information was collected from the 
following sources: 
o The City of Des Moines {peak hour turning movements), and 
o The Iowa Department of Transportation (ADT, and peak hour traffic). 
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In addition, an extensive counting program to supplement the existing database 
was undertaken by the ~onsultant team. In all, more than 125 a.m. and p.m. 
peak hour intersection counts were obtained. Exhibit 1, presented earlier, 
identifies the location of all intersections for which peak period traffic data 
were collected. All peak period traffic was posted and reviewed. Some 
adjustments were made to insure compatibility in data for adjacent inter-
sections. Field checks were performed to note the location of special mid-block 
traffic generators such as parking garages. 
Pedestrian Volume Inventory. -- Pedestrian counts were performed at select 
intersections to establish the extent of pedestrian activity. These counts, 
taken primarily at locations in the CBD, were used to determine the number of 
pedestrian conflicts with turning vehicles at signalized intersections. 
Accidents and Safety. -- Accident data were obtained from the City of Des 
Moines. Detailed traffic accident reports for the three-year period of 1985 
through 1987 were reviewed to identify existing high accident locations. Table 
2 lists high accident locations for the years 1985 through 1987. In addition to 
the high accident spot locations shown in Table 2, the accident history of key 
city streets was investigated. Review of recent accidents showed that 
University Avenue and Grand Avenue west of the CBD experience significant 
accident rates, as summarized below: 
University Avenue from Keo Way to west city limits 
Grand Avenue from 18th Street to west city limits 
15.02 acc/MVM 
9.96 acc/MVM 
These rates compare with a state-wide rate for municipal city streets of 6.23 
acc/MVM. 
Land Use 
Exhibit 3 illustrates the significant land uses within the study area. Area 1, 
the CBD, generates the greatest amount of traffic demand. Stable residential 
areas (labeled as area 9) are on either end of the study area. Also noted on 
Exhibit 3 are special land uses, including the various hospital and medical 
complexes, Drake University, the State Capitol and Veterans Auditorium. 
13 
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TABLE 3 
Existing Transit Ridership by Route 
Route No. and Description 
Route 1 -- Fairgrounds - West Des Moines 
35th St. (West Des Moines) to Transit Mall via Ingersoll Ave.; 
East to Fairgrounds via Grand Ave., Locust St., and Walnut Ave. 
to E. 30th St., E. 38th St. and E. 42nd St. 
Route 2 -- Kingman - E. University Ave. 
Kingman Ave. to Transit Mall via 31st St. to Ingersoll Ave.; 
East to E. University Ave. via Walnut Ave., Locust St. and Grand Ave • 
and Hubbell Ave.; E. University Ave. to SE 30th St • 
Route 3 -- Highland - Oak Park University 
Westown Parkway to University Ave. to Transit Mall via Cottage Grove Ave., 
19th St. to Woodland Ave., 12th St. to Walnut Ave.; North to Park Fair via 
Route 4 -- Urbandale - E. 14th St. 
Urbandale Ave. to Transit Mall via 34th St., Hickman Rd., Harding Rd., 
Crocker to 9th St.; East to E. 14th St. via Locust St., Walnut Ave. and 
Grand Ave. 
Route 5 -- East 6th and 9th - Clark 
Merle Hay Mall to Transit Mall via Franklin Ave., Clark St., 13th St. and 
9th St.; East toE 9th St. via Locust St., Grand Ave., and Walnut Ave. 
Route 6 -- West 9th - Douglas - Indianola - Lacona 
Douglas Ave. to Transit Mall via Harding Rd., Hickman Rd., 9th St.; 
Average Daily 
Ridership 
(5/88) 
2,200 
350 
2,050 
6th Ave. 
~.450 
1,150 
1,650 
South to Southridge Mall via 7th St., Indianola, Watrous Ave. and SE 5th St. 
Head~:ays (minutes) 
Peak Off Peak 
W.15-20 
E.l5-20 
50 
w. 15-20 
N. 15-20 
W. 15-20 
E. 15-20 
15-20 
15-20 
30 
60 
30 
30-40 
60 
60 
60 
60 
III. TRAVEL FORECASTS 
This section of the report describes the process of arriving at future traffic 
forecasts. The projections are used subsequently to test the adequacy of the 
existing street and highway system to accommodate fut~.~ travel volumes and to 
arrive at plans for future improvements. 
Future Travel Demand 
The amount and distribution of future traffic 
created by population growth and development. 
result from increased trip-making 
For this study, and the Iowa DOT 
study, the magnitude and location of land use development, population growth and 
employment growth within the study area were determined by local community 
planning officials in association with the Des Moines Area Transportation 
Planning Committee (DMATPC). The following is a brief description of the 
process, assumptions and methodology that were used in estimating future travel 
demands. 
Design Year 2010 
The year 2010 was selected as a reasonable long range planning horizon for the 
Iowa DOT freeway study, and was considered reasonable for this study as well. 
This represents as long a planning horizon as is practical, in terms of 
forecasting land use and demographic trends. Note that previous planning 
efforts, including that which produced the "Year 2000 Street and Highway Plan 
for the Des Moines Urbanized Area," used Year 2000 as a target. It was 
therefore necessary to revise regional growth estimates for both studies to 
reflect a projected increment of growth beyond the year 2000 to 2010. Note, 
what is important when estimating future traffic demand is not necessarily the 
design year but the evolution of predicted development and growth. 
Land Use, Population and Employment 
The year 2010 growth projections were approMed by the DMATPC. They reflect an 
overall area-wide growth of 17% in the total population and 40% in employment 
over 1986. The distribution of this growth was approved by the DMATPC within 
the transportation planning area. Actual location of where development would 
take place within the study area was estimated on a zone by zone basis. 
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East and West Zone Travel Forecasts. -- The chart in Exhibit 4 depicts the 
process used to arrive at travel forecasts for the East and West Zones. The 
various steps involved in the process are described below: 
(1) An existing (1987-1988) peak hour traffic as.,ynment was developed 
from intersection counts. 
(2)-(3) Using computer traffic assignments produced by the regional 
forecasting model, calculations were made of 1986 and 2010 daily 
vehicle miles of travel (VMT) for various types of highways in 
each the East and West Zone. 
(4) Growth factors were calculated by dividing the year 2010 VMT by 1986 
VMT for each category of street. Separate factors were determined for 
the total system of streets and highways; for arterials excluding 
I-235; and for arterials excluding both I-235 and the proposed CBD 
Lao p Arteria 1 • 
Table 4 represents the results of this analysis for the East and West Zones, and 
for comparison, statistics for the Central Zone. (As described below, however, 
the travel forecasting process used for the Central Zone was somewhat more 
involved.) 
The "growth factors" verify a generally understood sense of the magnitude and 
location of traffic change. In the western part of Des Moines, essentially all 
traffic growth would be on the freeways. This would be composed predominantly 
of longer distance traffic on I-235. Internal growth in land activity would be 
slight, resulting in little traffic change on the local street system. 
In the East Zone, basically all of the projected traffic growth would be 
attributable to the CBD Loop Arterial. The resulting growth factor of 0.98 for 
local arterial street traffic is probably low, however, and deserves to be 
adjusted upward to the "breakeven" point in recognition of an almost assured 
nominal growth in street system traffic. 
21 
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TABLE 4 
Traffic Growth for City of Des Moines 
Street System -- Year 2010 to Base Year 
Analysis Area 
Complete Highway Network Included 
(Arterials and Freeway) 
West 
Centra 1 
East 
Arterial System Only (Including CBD Loop) 
West 
Centra 1 
East 
Local Arterial System Only (Excluding CBD Loop) 
West 
Central 
East 
Factor 1 
1.19 
1.44 
1.17 
1.02 
1.62 
1.20 
1.02 
1.31 
0.98 
Factor,represents ratio of system-wide VMT for Year 2010 trip table to 
1986 (base year) trip table. 
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TABLE 5 
Des Moines CBD Trip End Growth 
Decrease or 
Total Trip Ends Increase Growth 
Zone 1986 2010 1986 - 2010 Factor 
165 12,826 12,685 - 141 - 1.1 
166 6,402 7,746 1,344 21.0 
169 6,842 7,133 1,315 13.6 
192 9, 712 10,944 1,232 12.7 
193 5,373 6,365 992 18.5 
194 12,482 14,698 2,216 17.8 
195 11,250 14,247 2,997 26.6 
196 11,445 14,439 2,994 26.2 
197 34,906 53,839 18,933 54.2 
198 41,371 62,068 20,697 50.0 
199 35,579 56,565 20,986 59.0 
200 39,838 47,936 8,098 20.3 
201 11,111 23,079 11,968 107.7 
202 5,132 11,314 6,182 120.5 
TOTAL 244,269 343,058 98,789 40.4 
AREA TOTAL 2,094,350 2,733,882 739,345 30.5% 
%CBD 11.7% 12.5% 13.5% 
25 
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EXHIBIT 6 
(7) Using outputs of Steps 5 and 6, an assignment was made of new CBD 
trips (growth from 1986 to 2010) to the Central Zone street system. 
Note: when new trips were assigned to the existing network, trips were 
~at assigned along Walnut Street through the Transit Mall. 
(8) A calculation was made of the VMT of forecast CBD travel growth 
generated by new development, or trip ends, within the CBD. 
(9) VMT of projected travel growth from new development within the CBD was 
subtracted -from the tot a 1 VMT increase found in Step 3. The resulting 
growth factor would be representative of "background" traffic, or 
Central Zone travel growth generated by new development occurring 
outside of the CBD. 
(10) The growth factor derived in Step 9 was applied to the 1987-1988 
traffic assignment (Step 1) to produce a forecast of 2010 background 
peak hour traffic. 
(11) A compilation was made of 1986 and 2010 socioeconomic regional model 
inputs (i.e., population, employment by type) by zone.· 
(12) The types of land activity increases forecast for CBD zones were used 
to develop factors to convert average daily travel (ADT) to peak hour 
vo 1 umes. 
(13) I ~ ;} The peak hour conversion factors were applied to ADT travel growth 
forecasts (Step 7) to arrive at a projection of 2010 a.m. and p.m. 
peak hours trips generated by new development occurring within the CBD 
during this time period. 
(14) The travel forecast from Step 13 was assigned to the CBD street 
system. 
(15) The results of Step 10 (Expanded Background Traffic) and Step 14 
(Travel Growth from New CBD Development) were combined to produce 
a 2010 forecast peak hour traffic assignment. 
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IV. OPERATIONAL AND DESIGN CRITERIA 
Future transportation needs are based on forecast traffic volumes and patterns. 
These are translated to street system and/or operatio~al improvements, based on 
established design guidelines and operational criteria. Such criterh are 
developed to represent a reasonable balance between the costs and impacts of 
highway improvements, and acceptable levels of safe transportation. 
,Genera 1 Planning Criteria 
A number of key planning concepts should be understood in translating traffic 
volumes to design needs. These include the difference in highway functional 
classes, relationships between demand and capacity, the importance of developing 
an operationally "balanced" system, and a sens i ti vi ty to differences in needs 
and constraints in different parts of the city. 
Functional classification. -- Higher volume, longer distance trips should 
desirably be provided for on higher type facilities such as I-235. Off the 
freeway, similar types of trips should use arterial streets for as much of the 
trip as possible. Sufficient capacity should be provided on the freeway and 
arterial street system to insure that diversion of long, through trips to local 
streets does not occur. 
Demand vs. Capacity. -- A typical weekday commuting work peak is the basis for 
system planning. In small cities such as Des Moines, traffic demand is 
,. 
generally unrestrained. Businesses do not operate flexible work hours or 
staggered schedules because of traffic congestion. Individuals for the most 
part leave for work and return home at a time convenient to them and are not 
significantly influenced by traffic congestion in arranging their daily 
schedules. An operational criterion implicitly assumed in both this study as 
well as the Iowa DOT freeway study is that this "small city" characteristic 
should be retained if at all possible when meeting future traffic projections. 
Operationally Balanced System. -- Efficient use of resources demands that a 
balance be struck in planning for all highway improvements. It does little good 
to plan for a high level of service on I-235, for example, but accept or plan 
for widespread congestion off the freeway. 
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For peak hour operations in smaller cities such as Des Moines, LOS Dis 
considered a desirable objective. However, LOS E often occurs at complex 
intersections requiring long cycle lengths to provide phases for all movements 
including separate left turns. 
The operation of a signalized intersection is also measured in terms of its 
volume to capacity ratio, (v/c). The v/c ratio compares the demand flow of 
traffic approaching an intersection to its practical capacity. Intersections 
approaching or exceeding 1.00 represent potential problems. Slight increases in 
traffic or periodic volume surges will result in degradation of level of service 
and rapid increases in overall delay. 
For planning purposes, v;c ratios of 0.90 or more were identified as being 
potentially critical, i.e. capacity improvements were investigated at these 
locations. 
Through Arterial Capacity. -- Guidelines for an appropriate number of continuous 
through lanes are as follows: 
Street or 
Highway Type 
2-lane undivided 
4-lane undivided 
5-lane (median channelization) 
Peak Peri·od Volume 
per 1 ane ( vph) 
(one direction) 
500 - 600 
600* - 1000 
1000 or more 
*Lower volume appropriate in CBD or other areas with closely spaced signalized 
intersections. 
Intersection Channelization. --The use of turn lanes and their appropriate 
design at signalized intersections can significantly affect operations. Many 
geometric and operational factors play a role in decisions to implement left-
turn lanes, including prevailing speeds, traffic control, left-turn volumes and 
overall intersection capacity. 
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moving traffic, progressing major flows, and operating a coordinated signal 
system. Much CBD planning, including the layout of the transit mall, and 
location and design of the central city parking garages is directly tied to the 
current one-way configuration of streets. Finally, with respect to ramp 
improvements to I-235, the long range reconstruction plan was designed to be 
compatible with, and indeed complementary to, the CBD street plan. 
Another given condition was the transit mall. For the purposes of this study, 
it was assumed that this mall would remain in place. A final important 
"constraint" applied to both this study and the Iowa DOT freeway study were the 
conclusions and recommedations of the current year 2000 Des Moines Area Street 
and ~ighway Plan, shown in Exhibit 9. While the current plan is being updated, 
there is no indication at this time of significant change in the Des Moines 
highway network. 
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V. DETERMINATION OF FUTURE STREET SYSTEM PROBLEMS 
This section of the report documents the analyses that led to identification of 
potential future problems, and recommendations for mitigating those problems. 
As explained earli~r. the analysis is based on traffic volumes produced by a 
level of development associated with the latest year 2010 forecast of land use 
in Des Moines. 
Outside CBD (sub areas 1-3 and 5) 
A two-step approach was used to identify year 2010 traffic impacts. 1985 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) techniques were employed, with assumptions 
regarding peaking, saturation flow rates, geometric effects, etc. reflective of 
local conditions. The first step was a simplified planning level analysis. 
More detailed operational analyses were performed only at locations where the 
planning level analysis resulted in volume to capacity ratios greater than 0.90. 
Intersection Analyses 
Planning level analyses performed for year 2010 traffic on the existing network 
are summarized for intersections outside the CBD in Table 8. (The reader is 
referred to Appendix A and Appendix B for summaries of traffi.c volume and 
existing lane arrangements at each intersection.) Table 8 indicates that most 
intersections would exhibit a v/c ratio less than 0.90. This is not surprising, 
given that the traffic forecasts for areas outside the CBD and off the freeway 
show little if any growth in traffic over existing levels. 
Evaluation of East-West Corridors 
A general evaluation was also performed of the major east-west arterials outside 
the CBD. These include University Avenue, Grand Avenue and Ingersoll Avenue west 
of the CBD, and E. University, Grand and Locust to the east of the CBD. 
University Avenue (West). -- University Avenue west of the CBD is a 4-lane 
arterial street with no median channelization for left turns midblock or at 
local intersections. Forecast traffic volumes are only slightly higher than 
existing volumes, indicating peak direction, peak period demand of about 800 to 
1,700 vph. Strictly in terms of capacity, this future volume can be 
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TABLE 8 (concluded) 
Year 2010 P.M. Peak Hour Traffic 
Planning Method Capacity Analysis for Signalized Intersections 
(Outside CBD Corridor) 
Capacity Level v/c 
Intersection (Sum of CLV) Ratio ** 
Grand Ave./56th St. 515 0.37 
Grand Ave./42nd St. 930 0.66 
Grand Ave./35th St. 870 0.62 
Grand Ave./31st St. 885 0.63 
Grand Ave./28th St. 960 0.69 
Grand Ave./E. 5th St. 570 0.41 
Grand Ave./E. 6th St. 525 0.38 
Grand Ave./Pennsylvania Ave. 750 0.54 
Grand Ave./E. 9th St. 730 0.52 
Grand Ave./E. 12th St. 800 0.57 
Grand Ave. /E. 14th St. 940 0.67 
Grand Ave./E. 15th St. 955 0.68 
Grand Ave./Hubbell Ave.& E. 18th St. 740 0.53 
Locust St./E. 7th St. 660 0.47 
Locust St./E. 5th St. 1,000 0.71 
Locust St./E. 6th St. 665 0.48 
Walnut St./E. 14th St. 770 0.55 
Walnut St./E. 15th St. 755 0.54 
Court Ave./E. 5th St. 525 0.38 
Court Ave ./E. 14th St. 985 0.70 
Court Ave./E. 15th St. 825 0.59 
Walker St./E. 14th St. 500 0.36 
Walker St./E. 15th St. 285 0.20 
** v/c Ratio Based on 1400 vphpl representing typical capacity of the sum of 
critical lane volumes at signalized intersections. 
CLV: Critical Lane Volume 
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North-South Streets and Arterials 
Future traffic volumes forecast for the freeway and arterial streets can be 
accommodated on the planned network. North of I-235, the year 2000 plan calls 
for widening of both 56th and 63rd Streets to 4 lanes. South of I-235, traffic 
increases are minor on the north-south system, and can be accr~modated within 
their existing 2-lane widths. 
Two special locations outside the CBD were identified as requiring in-depth 
analysis. These are the intersection complex of Grand Avenue, Locust Street and 
Fleur Drive, and the intersection area of E. University Avenue and Hubbell 
Avenue. 
Grand/Locust/Fleur 
The Grand/Locust/Fleur intersection poses a unique situation. It represents the 
entrance to downtown Des Moines from the west via Grand Avenue and southwest via 
Fleur Drive. It is the beginning of the one-way pair of Grand Avenue and Locust 
Street, but it is also currently part of the major north-south connection 
between the airport and I-235. 
Current operation is characterized by complex signalization, heavy turning 
movements and difficult geometries for north-south movements. Under existing 
traffic volumes, level of service is low, with long delays during peak hours of 
operation. 
The long range plan for the loop arterial will somewhat mitigate problems by 
removing north-south through-traffic from this area via an interchange between 
Fleur Drive and the Loop Arterial. Exhibit 10 documents the forecast effect of 
the interchange on traffic movements through this area. 
Hubbell Avenue and Easton Boulevard 
The Iowa DOT I-235 freeway study proposed a reconstruction alternative that 
would significantly affect traffic patterns along E. University in the vicinity 
of Easton Boulevard and Hubbell Avenue. Under this alternative (Alternative I), 
the existing ramp connections between Easton and the west would be eliminated. 
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A second alternative (Alternative II) retained the eastbound exit to Easton. 
Also, under both alternatives considered for the freeway, traffic movements 
between E. 14th and E. 15th Streets and E. University Avenue could not be made 
on the freeway, but instead must take place on the street system. 
A separate traffic analysis of the effects of these changes is shown on 
Exhibit 11. This exhibit depicts local street connections proposed in the 
freeway study. 
Table 9 summarizes operational analyses of the three intersections in the area 
under both freeway alternatives. For Alternative I, in which Easton Boulevard 
ramp connections are removed, the existing channelization of the E. University 
Avenue and Hubbell Avenue intersection is not sufficient. The primary capacity 
problem would be the existing single eastbound left turn lane. 
Location 
TABLE 9 
Year 2010 P.M. Peak Hour 
Detailed Signalized Intersection Level of Service 
(E. University Ave./Hubbell Ave./Easton Blvd.) 
Level of Service 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
per vehicle (sec) 
V/C 
Ratio 
Freeway Alternative I (No eastbound exit ramp from 1-235 to Easton and no 
westbound entrance ramp from Easton to 1-235) 
E. University Ave./E. 21st St. 
E. University Ave./Hubbell Ave. 
Easton Blvd./Hubbell Ave. 
B 
F 
B 
12 
60+ 
14 
Freeway Alternative II (Eastbound ramp provided from I-235 to Easton) 
E. University Ave./E.2lst St. 
E. University Ave./Hubbell Ave. 
Easton Blvd./Hubbell Ave. 
B 
D 
B 
8 
31 
9 
0.62 
1.20 
0.67 
0.62 
0.95 
0.60 
Under Alternative II, the existing channelization and street configuration would 
provide sufficient intersection capacity. 
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An additional consideration is the effect of the existing at-grade railroad 
crossing at Hubbell Avenue south of the intersection of Hubbell Avenue and 
E. University Avenue. Changes in freeway ramp connections that increase traffic 
on Grand Avenue will increase exposure to this at-grade crossing. 
Evaluation of CBD Traffic Impacts 
Most of the year 2010 increases in traffic are forecast to occur in the CBD. 
Routes of access to the CBD are primarily 1-235 and the loop arterial. Traffic 
leaving these corridors will have to be accommodated on the major north-south 
arterials that penetrate the CBD. 
HCM intersection analyses were performed for year 2010 traffic on the existing 
system. 
Intersection Analysis 
The HCM planning method of capacity analysis, performed on intersections in the 
CBD, was used to uncover potential problems at CBD locations. Problem areas are 
focused along the High Street, Grand Avenue and Locust Street corridors between 
lOth Street and 8th Street, in addition to a few spot locations. Exhibit 12 
shows the location and extent of intersection capacity concerns in the CBD, and 
Table 10 provides a summary of all CBD intersections analyzed. 
HCM operational intersection analyses were performed on CBD intersections where 
the above analysis indicated v/c ratios exceeding 0.90. These more detailed 
level of service analyses for the critical CBD intersections are summarized in 
Table 11. Traffic increases projected in the downtown produce low levels of 
service and significant v/c ratios at many intersections, including those along 
High Street, Grand Avenue and Locust Street. 
The analyses shown in Table 11 do not reflect the effects of the closely spaced 
intersections. Long delays and queues at one intersection may create back-ups 
into adjacent intersections. Also, the effects of signal progression schemes 
such as are used for Grand Avenue and Locust Street are not fully reflected in 
the analysis. 
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TABLE 10 
For Year 2010 P.M. Peak Hour Traffic 
Planning Method Capacity Analyses for Signalized Intersections 
(CBD Corridor) 
Capacity Level V/C 
Location (Sum of CLV) Ratio** 
Keo Way/12th St. 1,470 1.05* 
Keo Way/9th St. 1,192 0.85 
Keo Way/8th St. 880 0.59 
High St./12th St. 615 0.44 
High St./lOth St. 1,075 0.77 
High St./9th St. 1,110 0.79 
High St./8th St. 1,276 0.91* 
Grand Ave./17th St. 1,210 0.86 
Grand Ave./lOth St. 928 0.66 
Grand Ave./9th St. 1,100 0.93* 
Grand Ave./8th St. 1,536 1.10* 
Grand Ave./7th St. 1,255 0.90* 
Grand Ave./6th Ave. 1,080 0. 77 
Grand Ave./5th Ave. 765 0.55 
Grand Ave./3rd St. 1,005 0.72 
Grand Ave./2nd Ave. 1,147 0.82 
Locust St./17th St. 510 0.36 
Locust St./lOth St. 852 0.61 
Locust St./9th St. 1,261 0.90* 
Locust St./8th St. 1,190 0.85 
Locust St./7th St. 860 0.61 
Locust St./6th Ave. 893 0.65 
Locust St./5th Ave. 909 0.65 
Locust St./2nd Ave. 953 0.68 
Mulberry St./lOth St. 950 0.68 
Mulberry St./9th St. 835 0.60 
Mulberry St./8th St. 698 0.50 
Mulberry St./7th St. 1,416 1.01 
Mulberry St./6th Ave. 772 0.55 
Mulberry St./5th Ave. 399 0.29 
Court Ave./3rd St. 903 0.65 
Court Ave./2nd Ave. 783 0.56 
* Based on v/c ratio greater than 0.90 further analysis is required. 
** v/c Ratio Based on 1400 vphpl representing typical capacity of the sum of 
critical lane volumes at signalized intersections 
CLV: Critical Lane Volume 
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TRANSYT-7F Analysis 
A more sophisticated operational analysis was undertaken to ensure full 
understanding of the consequences of year 2010 traffic in the CBD. TRANSYT-7F 
(T-7F) is a comprehensive, computerized signal system management program. It is 
regarded as a "State of the Art" computer model. T-7; has two major functions: 
1. Signal System Simulation -- T-7F can simulate the operation of traffic 
flow through a network of signalized intersections. 
2. Signal System Optimization -- T-7F can optimize cycle length and signal 
timing for a network of signalized intersections to provide optimal 
operation of traffic flow. 
Data input requirements for T-7F include: 
o Distance between adjacent intersections 
o Total Link Volume (vph) 
o Source of flow for subject link (vph) 
o Adjusted saturation flow rates for each lane group (vphg) 
o Number of signal phases/phasing configuration 
o Average cruise speed (mph) 
The outputs of T-7F include the measurement of degree of saturation by lane 
group, maximum number of queued vehicles for each intersection, as well as 
average stopped delay, total delay and total fuel consumption subtotaled by 
intersection and aggregated for the network. 
To perform a T-7F analysis it was necessary to develop an arithmetically 
balanced peak-hour traffic assignment. The travel forecasts were used as a 
base and then adjusted to reflect a balanced assignment. Mid-block generators 
such as parking garages are reflected in the assignment. Exhibit 13 displays 
2010 p.m. peak-hour traffic volumes used in the T-7F analyses. 
T-7F network analyses were performed along High Street from lOth Street to 
8th Street; and Grand Avenue and Locust Street from lOth Street to 5th Avenue. 
A discussion of the results follows: 
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High Street Corridor.--T-7F simulation runs along High Street yielded the 
following results summarized in Table 12. 
TABLE 12 
Summary of TRANSYT-7F Analyses of Year 2010 p.m. Peak Hour Traffic 
on Existing Street System 
Intersection 
High St./lOth St. 
High St./9th St. 
High St./8th St. 
(Key Intersections Along High Street) 
Level of Service 
F 
B 
D 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
per vehicle (sec) 
60+ 
13 
30 
The analysis identifies specific problems at High Street intersections with 
lOth Street and 8th Street. At lOth Street the northbound and southbound 
movements are oversaturated, resulting in significant delays. At the 
intersection with 8th Street, significant delay for the eastbound left turn is 
reported. These areas of congestion affect overall intersection delay as well 
as system wide delay. 
Grand Avenue and Locust Street Corridors.--The T-7F simulation analysis along 
Grand Avenue and Locust Street extends from lOth Street to 5th Avenue, 
encompassing 12 intersections. As the following table indicates, poor levels of 
service would occur at Grand Avenue and 8th Street and the Locust Street 
intersections with 6th Avenue, 8th Street, 9th Street and lOth Street. 
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Summary of Traffic Impacts of Year 2010 Forecast 
Year 2010 traffic forecasts for the study area have the following implications: 
Outside CBD 
Relatively minor impacts at a few isolated intersections would occur (with two 
exceptions noted below). This is because most of the forecast traffic increase 
would use the freeway, as it is associated with longer distance trip making to 
the CBD. The two areas outside the CBD that would require capacity or other 
improvements to accommodate future traffic are discussed below. 
Grand/Locust/Fleur. -- The Grand/Locust/Fleur intersection complex will 
experience serious operational problems as traffic in the area increases. The 
existing configuration of one-way movements and coordinated signals is presently 
operating at its capacity. 
E. University/Hubbell/Easton/Grand -- Changes in traffic patterns due to 
revisions in I-235 ramp arrangements will affect traffic flow in the vicinity of 
E. University Avenue, Hubbell Avenue and Easton Boulevard. Channelization and 
new signalization schemes will be required. 
Within The CBD 
Most of the traffic growth forecast for 1-235 is destined to the CBD. With no 
improvements to the existing downtown street system, poor levels of service and 
significant delays would be encountered at the following locations: 
Keo Way and 12th Street 
Locust Street and 2nd Avenue 
High Street and lOth Street 
Grand Avenue and 8th Street 
Locust Street and 9th Street 
Locust Street and 8th Street 
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VI. 2010 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Certain improvements to the existing roadway network would be required to 
accommodate forecast year 2010 peak hour traffic at a reasonable level of 
sen 1 ~.e. The improvements outlined here are the result of analyses of the 
impacts of future traffic performed in Chapter V and the design guidelines and 
constraints documented earlier in Chapter IV. In general, the improvements had 
the following objectives: 
o Provide acceptable operations at signalized intersections. 
o Improve arterial operations. 
o Mitigate accident experience and improve safety. 
Recommendations Outside The CBD 
The recommendations made for locations outside the CBD are described below. 
E. University Avenue/Hubbell Avenue/Easton Boulevard 
Recommended improvements for the area encompassing E. University Avenue, Hubbell 
Avenue and Easton Boulevard are based on changes in traffic patterns associated 
with the Alternative I -- Freeway Reconstruction Plan. (In this alternative the 
ramps from I-235 west to Easton Boulevard are removed.) Traffic diversion to 
the street system results in geometric improvements shown schematically in 
Exhibit 14. 
At E. University Avenue and Hubbell Avenue geometric changes consist of 
converting the existing eastbound left turn lane to a dual left turn lane while 
maintaining two through lanes. The operational effect of the proposed changes 
is summarized in the operational analysis below. 
LOS 
F 
Year 2010 p.m. Peak Hour Signalized Intersection Analysis 
Existing Conditions With Proposed Improvements 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
per vehicle (sec) ~ 
60+ 1. 2 
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LOS 
B 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
per vehicle (sec) v;c 
31 0.95 
Modifications to the intersection at E. University Avenue and E. 21st Street 
include adding an eastbound lane. Adding a lane eastbound provides three 
continuous through lanes and a separate left-turn bay. This eliminates the 
existing undesirable left turn treatment, where a through lane is trapped at the 
intersection in a left t~r·n lane. 
Signal phasing and signal timing should be coordinated with the signal at E. 
University Avenue and Hubbell Avenue to provide favorable progression and to 
promote the use of certain movements such as the eastbound and westbound left 
' 
turns as alternatives to the left turns at University Avenue and Hubbell Avenue. 
The estimated construction cost of these improvements is $450,000. 
For Alternative II of the Iowa DOT I-235 reconstruction plan, the Easton 
Boulevard ramp movements remain in place. The existing street configuration 
would operate at a reasonable level of service, with only adjustments in signal 
timing required to accommodate future traffic. 
Grand/Locust/ Fleur 
Improvements at the Grand Avenue/Locust Street/Fleur Drive intersection were 
designed to accommodate 2010 traffic with minimal encroachment to the existing 
right-of-way. To improve the operation and better utilize existing street 
capacity of the area, a plan was developed which would provide a more 
conventional signal phasing plan and minimize the number of conflicting 
intersection movements, whil~ maintaining movements in all directions. A key 
consideration of this plan is the construction of the CBD loop arterial, with an 
interchange at Fleur Drive. The alternative which is recommended is shown 
schematically in Exhibit 15. Redistribution/reassignment of peak hour traffic 
in this area is shown in Exhibit 16. 
Traffic Circulation. -- Under the proposed plan, the existing north/south one-
way pair at 19th and 18th Streets is shifted to 18th and 17th Streets. Traffic 
from the north and west proceeds eastbound along Grand Avenue to 16th Street, 
where. the traffic is routed to Locust Street. Grand Avenue thus becomes two-way 
as far east as 16th Street. Traffic from the east proceeds along Grand Avenue 
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Compatibility with Long Range Plan. --The proposed reconfiguration of this area 
would serve to promote Ingersoll Avenue as a major east-west penetrator to the 
CBD. This is a desirable feature in that, as was previously noted, the Grand 
and Locust one-way pair will operate at or near capacity for year 2010 traffic. 
It is compatible with the plan for the CBD loop arterial, which inr'·•des an 
intersection at Ingersoll Avenue, but excludes intersections or interchanging at 
Grand Avenue. 
Access to Local Land Uses. -- Implementation of the new routing scheme requires 
consideration of local access changes and needs. Two areas were specifically 
considered: The Des Moines Independent School District Central Campus at the 
southwest quadrant of the Grand Avenue and Fleur Drive intersection and the 
Meredith Corporation parking garage south of the Locust Street and 17tn Street 
intersection. 
Access to the school along 18th Street will be maintained. The traffic control 
at the driveway should be stop controlled. Access into the site would be right-
turn only from 18th Street. Egress could be made either with a right turn to 
southbound Fleur Drive or with an eastbound through movement to Locust Street. 
The location and operation of driveways serving the parking garage would also 
remain the same. To enable service to the garage, one southbound lane along 
17th Street between Grand Avenue and Locust Street could be provided. 
Costs and Impacts. Reconstruction of 18th Street and the Grand/Locust 
intersection would be required to accomplish this plan. Some additional right-
of-way would be necessary along the south side of Grand. The extent of 
encroachment on right-of-way to the west of 18th Street should be established. 
Other necessary improvements would be limited to removal of on-street parking, 
restriping, re-signing and signalization. The relatively low cost of improving 
the area is due to the already available width on 18th, 17th and 16th Streets, 
as well as on Grand Avenue. 
Appendix E. contains a functional geometric plan of the proposed scheme. 
Construction costs for the improvement are estimated to be b-etween $1.1 and 
$1.6 million. The higher value would include full replacement of pavement on 
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(2) Re-timing of traffic signals along Grand Avenue and Locust Street should 
be implemented to minimize average stopped delay per vehicle and maximize 
progression along Grand Avenue and Locust Street. Among the recommended 
signal timing changes is the conversion at the lOth Street and Grand 
Avenue intersection from 2-phase signal to 3-phase signal providing a 
leading phase for northbound left-turning traffic. 
Moreover, indications are that the existing 2-phase operation (at all other 
intersections) and 50-second cycle provides optimal results with respect to 
individual intersection operation as well as overall network operations. 
Analysis results of 2010 peak hour traffic on the proposed system are summarized 
in Table 14. Exhibit 17 documents proposed signal timing and lane arrangements 
within the CBD core. 
9th Street. -- The potential exists for an adverse effect on capacity and 
operations of the 9th Street bridge southbound from the CBD. At present there 
are two lanes of capacity for southbound traffic. Restriping and other street 
system improvements along 9th Street may have limited effect due to the capacity 
constraint represented by the oridge. 
To test this constraint, a series of T-7F runs was performed. Review of the 
output focused on the delay, saturation flow rates, and queue lengths associated 
with operation of the 9th Street/Mulberry Street intersection. Four separate 
runs were made, covering all combinations of the following variables: 
3 
2 
3 
2 
(1) Through discharge capacity on 9th Street southbound (2 lanes, 3 lanes) 
(2) Assumed saturation flow rate (1600 vphpl, 1500 vphpl) 
T-7F Test Runs of Southbound Through Traffic 
on 9th Street at Mulberry Street 
Average 
Delay 
T-7F Test Runs v/c (Sec./veh.) 
1 anes SB @ 1600 vphpl 0.69 3.1 
1 anes SB @ 1600 vphpl 0.88 5.2 
1 anes SB @ 1500 vphpl 0.74 3.4 
1 anes SB @ 1600 vphpl 0.90 5.8 
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Queue 1 ength 
(vehicles) 
Maximum Ca2aci tx 
5 42 
16 28 
5 42 
26 28 
TABLE 14 
CBO Corri dar 
Detailed Yc'r 2010 P.M. Peak Hour Signalized Intersection Analysis 
(Analysi~ With Recommended Improvements) 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
Intersection LOS per vehicle (sec.) 
TRANSYT-7F Analysis 
High St./lOth St.* c 16 
High St./9th St. c 16 
High St./8th St. B 13 
Grand Ave./lOth St. B 12 
Grand Ave./9th St. B 12 
Grand Ave./8th St. B 11 
Grand Ave./7th St. B 8 
Grand Ave./6th Ave. B 12 
Grand Ave./5th Ave. B 11 
Locust St./lOth St. B 13 
Locust St./9th St. B-C 15 
Locust St./8th St. B 9 
Locust St./7th St. B 8 
Locust St./6th Ave. B 7 
Locust St./5th Ave. B 11 
HCM ANALYSIS 
Keo Way/12th St. c 19 
* Analysis reflects two-way traffic on lOth Street through the 
intersection with High Street. 
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VII. INTERIM YEAR IMRPROVEMENTS 
The CBD Loop Arterial will play a major role in providing access to developing 
areas of Des Moines, particularly to the south of the CBD. At th~ present time 
it is uncertain when complete funding will be available to construct the loop 
arterial. 
An evaluation was made of potential traffic impacts associated with employment 
and population growth as planned, without a completed loop arterial. This 
section of the report addresses the impacts of "interim year" traffic on the Des 
Moines CBD. 
Interim Year Forecast 
Iowa DOT computer assignments of the year 2010 trip table to networks that 
included and excluded the loop arterial were used to forecast traffic for the 
interim year. The following is a brief summary of the process: 
1) All Year 2010 development was assumed to occur by the "interim year." 
2) Assignments performed on two networks were .eva 1 uated in the area around 
the CBD. Cordon lines were drawn and ADT volumes from the assignments 
added across the cordons. 
3) Cordon totals were compared for. the two cases (final year 2010 and 
interim year) as shown in Exhibit 18. 
4) Final year 2010 peak period traffic forecasts in the CBD were factored 
based on the ratio of cordon counts to simulate differences in travel 
patterns in the interim year. Factors were applied to through volumes 
at each intersection. 
The above procedure produces a rough estimate of potential changes in traffic 
patterns. More involved or sophisticated modeling, beyond the scope of this 
project, would be necessary to fully document the effects ·of no loop arterial on 
ramp and through volumes along I-235. The results of the analysis should be 
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used with caution, in that they probably overestimate traffic impacts for two 
major reasons: 
1) Increased traffic on all approaches to every intersection would not 
occur. The cordon increases reflect the less efficient network that may 
tend to increase total travel on the edges of the cordon. This effect 
would actually diminish toward the CBD core. 
2) The interim year forecast assumes all year 2010 development would occur 
without the loop arterial. This is unlikely, given that much of the 
expected development south of the CBD is directly tied to the increased 
accessibility provided by the loop arterial. Hence, overall trip 
activity in the interim year is probably less than estimated here. 
With the above caveats in mind, the interim year assignment was used to identify 
potential problems in the CBD. The results of the assignment are shown on 
Exhibit 19 and Table 15. 
Evaluation of Interim Year Traffic 
Procedures used in evaluating interim year traffic impacts are the same as those 
used in evaluating 2010 traffic. The planning method of capacity analysis was 
performed on CBD intersections to determine intersections which require further 
analysis as a result of interim traffic. Table 15 lists results of this 
analysis. Exhibit 19, graphically summarizes the analysis. 
Interim Year, Level of Service Analysis~-CBD Corridor 
Signalized intersection level of service was performed on intersections which 
produced v/c ratios greater than 0.90. TRANSYT-7F (T-7F) was again employed to 
identify problem areas along High Street, Grand Avenue and Locust Street, while 
HCM analyses were performed outside the T-7F analysis corridor. The interim 
year peak hour traffic assignment used in the T-7F analysis is documented in 
Exhibit 20. Table 16 lists p.m. peak hour results for interim traffic on the 
existing system. 
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TABLE 16 
CBD Corri dar 
Detailed Interim Year P.M. Peak Hour Signalized Intersection Analysis 
(Un Existing Network) 
Intersection 
TRANSYT-7F 
High St./lOth St. 
High St./9th St. 
High St./8th St. 
Grand Ave./lOth St. 
Grand Ave./9th St. 
Grand Ave./8th St. 
Grand Ave./7th St. 
Grand Ave./6th Ave. 
Grand Ave./5th Ave. 
Locust St./lOth St. 
Locust St./9th St. 
Locust St./8th St. 
Locust St./7th St. 
Locust St./6th Ave. 
Locust St./5th Ave. 
HCM ANALYSIS 
Keo Way/12th St. 
Locust St./Grand Ave./Fleur Dr. 
Grand Ave./2nd Ave. 
Mulberry Ave./7th St. 
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LOS 
F 
B 
D 
F 
F 
E 
F 
F 
c 
F 
F 
F 
E 
F 
A 
F 
F 
F 
F 
Average 
Stopped Delay 
per vehicle (sec) 
60+ 
13 
28 
60+ 
60+ 
52 
60+ 
60+ 
16 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
52 
60+ 
4 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
The following improvements should also be implemented as part of the interim 
year pro gram. 
o Grand Ave./lOth St. -- Add southbound through lane at 10.5 feet. 
o Grand Ave./7th St.-- Add westbound through la;,;: at 10.5 feet. 
o Grand Ave./6th Ave. -- Add westbound through lane at 10.5 feet. 
o Locust St./9th St. -- Add southbound through lane at 10 feet. 
Implementation of the above additional improvements can be accomplished within 
the existing right-of-way through restriping. Operational benefits realized 
through these recommended improvements are shown in Table 17. 
As traffic growth evolves and traffic patterns change, signal timing and signal 
phasing should be adjusted to provide optimal operation with respect to 
individual signal operation as well as system wide operation. 
Although analysis of some intersections indicates 1 evel s of service 1 ower than 
and delay greater than design criteria established earlier, no other 
improvements to approach capacity can be made without significant right-of-way 
impacts. However, due to the conservating approach taken in developing the 
interim assignment, the magnitude of traffic volumes used in the analysis, and 
the eventual implementation of the CBD Loop Arterial, additional improvement are 
not considered warranted. 
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VIII. STUDY CONCLUSIONS 
This study of traffic impacts in the City of Des Moines was performed in 
para 11 el with a major planning effort concerning future improvements to I- 235 in 
Polk County. Both studies are intended to provide technical background t0 
assist in decision making on future transportation needs in the region. 
Both studies employed the same basic assumptions: 
1) A "year 2010" demographic forecast was used as the basis for 
estimating future traffic volumes and patterns. The forecast, 
prepared by the Des Moines Transportation Planning Committee and 
refined for use in this study by City of Des Moines staff, predicts 
growth in population within Des Moines itself of 17 percent over 1986 
levels. Growth in employment is predicted to be 40 percent. Trip 
making in Des Moines will increase by 30 percent by the year 2010 as a 
result of this growth. 
2) The basic planning criteria used to size transportation facilities and 
determine street system improvments are compatible with the small city 
character of Des Moines. This means that every effort is made to 
accommodate traffic demand where and when it occurs. 
3) The year 2000 approved transportation plan for the Des Moines area was 
assumed as a point of reference for all transportation issues. This 
includes approved widening of arterials, and new facilities such as 
the CBD Loop Arterial. It also includes planning assumptions 
regarding auto occupancy and transit. 
With respect to Des Moines itself, traffic demand is largely focused on the CBD, 
and in particular, zones 197 through 202. The types and lengths of trips result 
in an increase in demand on I-235 of 26 to 32 percent west of the CBD, and 8 to 
25 percent east of the CBD, as shown in Exhibit 21. Assuming this demand is 
accommodated on the freeway, traffic growth on the local street system both west 
and east of the CBD will be nominal. 
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Nominal increases in traffic translate to few, minor improvements on the street 
system outside the CBD to accommodate year 2010 traffic. Those improvements 
that are recommended for the most part would involve minimal reconstruction. 
Within the CBD, substantial traffic growth will occur. Because of the extreme 
constraints common to central areas, improvements to accommodate this growth are 
primarily low-cost and operational in nature. These include restriping to add 
lanes, changes in parking regualtions and retiming of signals. 
The following is a summary of all improvements required to accommodate traffic 
forecast for the year 2010: 
Location 
Grand/Locust/ 
Fleur 
E. University Ave./ 
Hubbell Ave. 
E. University Ave./ 
E. 21st St. 
Keo Way/12th St. 
Grand Ave./Bth St. 
Grand Ave./9th St. 
Grand Ave./lOth St. 
Locust St./8th St. 
Locust St./9th St. 
Improvement 
Reconstruct Intersection 
to pro vi de conventional 
operation (see Exhibit 15) 
Add additional left turn 
lane at eastbound approach 
Add additional through lane 
eastbound to provide three 
continuous through lanes 
Add dual left turn lane at 
northbound approach 
Add left turn lane at 
northbound approach 
Add left turn lane westbound 
Change signal operation to 
3-phase 
Add additional through lane 
at northbound approach 
Add additional through lane 
at southbound approach 
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Estimated 
Cost of Construction 
$1.1 to 1.6 million 
$450,000 
Included in cost of 
E. University Ave./ 
Hubbell Ave. 
construction 
Nominal-accomplished 
through restriping 
Nominal-accomplished 
through restriping 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal-accomplished 
through peak-hour 
parking restrictions 
Nominal-accomplished 
through peak-hour 
parking restrictions 
traffic away from the congested freeway. Bus transit service, while important 
to maintain and improve will not in all probability attract sufficient ridership 
to reduce highway system needs for the year 2010. HOV or other similar 
strategies have not proven to be viable options for the type of travel on I-235 
in othe•' locations. Furthermore, even if they were viable, their target market 
would not be Des Moines, but rather the western and northern suburbs, A 
successful HOV facility implies congested conditions for non HOV users. Such 
congestion would naturally result in diversion onto the Des Moines street 
system. 
There is clearly a need for the city to address in a comprehensive, orderly 
manner transportation policy, Accessibility to each part of the city, land use 
control, transit. parking availability and cost are all factors that should be 
considered. 
Regardless of the results of such policy review, the implications of the traffic 
forecast used for both this study and the Iowa DOT freeway study are clear. A 
forecast of nominal traffic increases on the local street system would not be 
valid if freeway reconstruction choices were made that relied on the above 
diversion techniques. Even small amounts of diverted traffic would have a 
significant impact on parallel east-west streets such as University, Grand and 
Ingersoll. Increased traffic on north-south streets would also occur south of 
I-235. 
Accommodating the diverted traffic at a reasonable level of service would mean 
as a minimum the widening of University Avenue to a 5 to 7 lane arterial west of 
Keo Way; wideninq of Grand Avenue to a 5-lane arterial, west of Keo Way and 
probable wideninq of 63rd Ave. and 56th Streets south of I-235 and 42nd Street 
north of I-235. The costs of most of these improvements would be the 
responsibility of the city. 
In conclusion, the extent of highway and street improvements required for year 
2010 traffic pro.iections is closely tied to the Iowa DOT's commitment to 
reconstruction of I-235. 
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Table A-1 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
( CBD Corridor) 
Intersection Existin9 Lane Arransements 
Node No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR T TR R 
----- -----
16 12th St./Keo Way NB 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 1 
WB 1 1 1 
17 9th St. /Keo Way NB 
SB 1 1 1 
EB 1 1 1 
WB 1 2 
20 12th St./ High St. NB 1 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
25 17th St./Grand Ave. NB 
SB 1 1 
EB 
WB 1 2 1 
27 17th St./Locust St. NB 
SB 3 
EB 4 
WB 
28 lOth St./ High St. NB 1 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
Al 
Table A-1 (Continued) 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
( CBD Corridor) 
Intersection Existing Lane Arransement~ 
Node No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTQ T TR R 
----- -----
35 6th Ave./Grand Ave. NB 1 3 
SB 
EB 
WB 3 1 
36 5th Ave./Grand Ave. NB 
SB 1 
EB 
WB 1 4 
37 3rd St./Grand Ave. NB 
SB 1 1 1 1 
EB 
WB 1 2 
38 2nd Ave./Grand Ave. NB 1 1 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 
WB 2 1 
39 2nd Ave./Locust St. NB 3 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 2 
WB 
40 3rd St. /Lee ust St. NB 
SB 1 2 
EB 2 1 
WB 
A3 
Table A-1 (Continued) 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
( CBD Corridor) 
Intersection Existing Lane Arrangements 
Node No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR T TR R 
----- -----
48 lOth St./Mulberry St. NB 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 1 
WB 1 
49 9th St./Mulberry St. NB 
SB 2 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
50 8th St./Mulberry St. NB 1 1 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
51 7th St ./Mulberry St. NB 1 1 
SB 2 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 
52 6th St./Mulberry St. NB 1 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 1 1 
WB 
53 5th St./ Mulberry St. NB 
SB 3 
EB 3 
WB 
A5 
Table A-2 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
(Outside CBD Corridor) 
Node Intersection Existin9 Lane Arran9ements 
N0. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR T TR R 
----- -----
1 25th St./University Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 1 
2 24th St./University Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
3 Harding Rd./ Carpenter Ave. NB 
SB 1 1 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
4 19th St ./Carpenter Ave •• NB 1 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 2 
5 Harding Rd./University Ave. NB 
SB 1 1 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 2 
6 19th St./University Ave. NB 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 2 
WB 1 1 
A7 
Table A-2 (Continued) 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
(Outside CBD Corridor) 
Node Intersection Existin9 Lane Arransements 
No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR T TR R 
---- -----
59 E. 7th St./Locust Ave. NB 1 
SB 
EB 2 1 
WB 
61 56th St./Univers::, Ave. NB 1 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
63 42nd St./University Ave. NB 1 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
65 31st St./University Ave. NB 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 2 
66 30th St./University Ave. NB 
SB 1 
EB 1 2 
WB 1 1 
67 28th St./University Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 
WB 1 1 1 
A9 
Table A-2 (Continued) 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
(Outside CBD Corridor) 
Node Intersection Existins Lane Arransements 
No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR R TR R 
---- -----
92 42nd St . I Grand Ave. NB 1 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1" 
93 ~5th St./Grand Ave. NB 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
94 31st St./Grand Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
95 28th St./Grand Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
96 E. 5th St./Grand Ave. NB 1 
SB 1 
EB 1 
WB 1 1 
97 E. 6th St. /Grand Ave. NB 1 1 
SB 1 1 
EB 1 
WB 1 1 
All 
Table A-2 (Cant i nued) 
Existing Intersection Lane Arrangements 
(Outside CBD Corridor) 
Node Intersection Exist ins Lane Arransements 
No. Intersection Approach L LT LR LTR T TR R 
---- - -----
109 E. 14th St./Walker St. NB 
SB 1 2 1 
EB 1 
WB 1 
115 E. 14th St./Grand f.;~. NB 
SB 1 2 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 2 
116 E. 15th St./Grand Ave. NB 1 2 1 
SB 
EB .1 2 
WB 1 1 
117 E. 14th St./Walnut St. NB 
SB 1 2 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
118 E. 15th St./Walnut St. NB 1 1 1 
SB 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 1 
119 E. 14th St./ Court Ave. NB 
SB 1 2 1 
EB 1 1 
WB 1 2 
Al3 
APPENDIX B 
EXISTING TRIPS-AM 
NORTHBOUND SOUTHBOfJNO EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 
NODE NO. LEFT THRU RIGHT LEFT THRU RIOHT LEFT THRU RIGHT LEFT THRU RIGHT 
- --- --=- ---
- --==--- -= 
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16 II 37 134 38 0 0 0 438 1817 428 47 176 7 
17 II 0 0 0 32 533 25 0 591 1201 19 467 0 
18 II 451 265 I 0 8 0 6 682 0 0 0 0 
19 II 40 80 45 0 0 0 2 29 18 156 260 62 
2011 21 239 26 16 0 32 23 169 0 0 229 34 
21 II I 14 6 I 72 175 2 280 4 3 68 0 
2211 0 0 0 614 0 124 155 430 0 0 730 613 
23 II 0 0 0 453 0 8 0 986 0 0 462 0 
24 II 327 729 0 0 0 0 61 0 1223 341 409 479 
2511 0 0 0 0 601 45 0 0 0 104 1214 29 
2611 0 0 0 613 0 ·~I 681 1088 0 0 0 0 
27 II 0 0 0 542 !56 0 0 1718 0 0 0 0 
28 II 30 200 25 47 193 27 33 307 25 37 224 111 
29 II 0 0 0 48 1329 160 0 279 51 45 303 0 
3011 120 836 77 0 0 0 54 240 0 0 488 55 
31 II 54 137 0 0 170 31 0 0 0 228 1109 118 
32 II 0 0 0 0 1063 300 0 0 0 336 1106 0 
3311 235 974 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1264 105 
3411 0 0 0 0 953 378 0 0 0 229 1056 0 
3511 95 440 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1070 115 
3611 0 0 01 8 959 203 0 0 0 222 1100 0 
37 II 0 0 I I 47 834 690 0 0 0 47 924 0 
3811 287 725 0 I 0 0 8 0 88 0 0 701 75 
3911 0 764 59 I e 0 0 343 593 0 0 0 0 
40 II 8 0 0 I 86 440 0 0 515 56 0 0 0 
41 II 0 0 0 I 162 851 0 0 936 148 0 0 0 
4211 8 526 651 0 0 0 276 747 0 0 0 0 
43 II 0 0 0 I 349 877 0 0 967 137 0 0 0 
44 II 0 1073 279 I 0 0 0 262 1090 0 0 0 0 
45 I 0 0 0 I 262 1073 0 I 0 878 128 0 0 0 
461 0 111 31 I 68 295 0 53 1125 79 0 0 0 
47 I 16 117 0 I 0 316 50 0 0 8 0 10 0 
48 I 6 78 301 83 158 27 4 63 8 40 155 122 
49 I 0 0 0 I 194 836 121 0 146 36 52 215 0 
501 174 1204 252 I 0 0 0 45 303 0 0 144 96 
51 I 0 0 0 I 321 298 174 0 346 24 0 0 0 
521 0 133 24 I 0 0 0 522 408 128 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX c· 
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DES MOlNES: 2010 TRAFFIC W/FINAL RECD!1~ENDAHONS :~CLUDES MULBERRY \Slr.ULJ 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL AVERilGE TOTAL 
DlS.TANCE fRilVEL \IN I FORI! RANDOM DELAY DELAY UN!FORR' 
. TRilVELED TillE DEL~V ·.·· DELAY STOPS. 
!VEH-lll/Hl . (VEH-H/Hl (VE!Hi/Hf, lVEif-H/Hl ·. iVEif-H/Hl · iSEC/VEHl !VEH/tt-~l · 
!-', _. 
3044.32 255.19 1~7.18 27.63 154.81 10.60 30244.0( 58~) 
CYCL£·: 60 S£CDND5, 
TOTAL 
FU'""ci. PERI'URi\A.,CE SPES.: 
CONSlm rrmn 
UllliHl (;11/~;) 
408.42 233. S'j ~2.4j (!'·J~ Ai • .Sl 
)."" 
DES MOINES: 2010 TRAFFIC W/FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDES MULBERRY IS!MUL) CYCLE: 60 SECONUS, 
ITRANSYT-7F TIME-SPACE DIAGRAM) 
PLOT NO. 2 PLOT TITLE: LOCUST AVENUE PROGRESS! ON 
TIME AXIS IS IN: SEC TIME SCALE = 2 SEC/CHAR, 0 1ST. SCALE = 40 FT /LINE 
2 3 4 5 6 7 B '3 10 11 
NODE 12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123•56789012345678901234567890 DISTANCE 
:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
46 : HH------------UH**fHfHff ------ --fHHHHHHff-----------Hff-HH**fHH--------------i< (! tT 
10th St. 
Bandwith = 24 sec. 
1-----1--- Progression Speed = 30 mph 
45 :HHHH------------************** -------- --fHHHHHHH---------------HHHHt:·H·fHl--------··-- 35i) FT 
9th St. 
44 :fHHHfHH---------HHffHffffHfff -------- *********HHfHl------------fHHH:·H·ff.HHHH·------- 7G0 FT 
8th St. 
43 :-HHHlHHHt--------------HHHHHHH ---------- --HHfHHlHH--------------HHHH·HH·H----- ll)':.O FT 
7th St. 
42 : --------tH·HHUH------------------ffHHlHH --------- ------HHHHH+----------------·---HH HH-i-H- 140'(' ri 
6th Ave. 
41 :--------ffff**********l---------------************** ----------
5th Ave. 
********'*****H--------------HHHHHH 1700 FT 
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NODE 12345678901234567890123456789012345G789012345678901234567890i234567890i2345&789012345G78901234567S9012345G7890 DISTANCE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
SCALE CONVERSIONS: 
TIME/INCH = 2 * 10 IAT 10 CHAR/INCHl 
DIST /INCH = 40 * G !AT b LINES/INCH) 
+++ GREEN IN DOWN DIRECTION 
GREEN IN BOTH DIRECTIONS 
--- GREEN IN UP DIRECTION 
*** RED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS 
cs 
AVG. TII~E DISPLAC=~ENT: 
57'3, ~·5 / SPEED 
APPENDIX D 
ACCESS TO LOCAL LAND USES DURING I-235 RECONSTRUCTION 
An important task in the study, which was performed concurrently with the Iowa 
DOT I-235 freeway study was to evaluate the effects of access to hospitals ?,nd 
other specific study area land uses. Focus was placed on changes in access 
patterns created by the revised I-235 Interchanges and the temporary impacts 
during staged reconstruction. Exhibit 3 presented earlier identifies specific 
land uses investigated. 
Hospitals 
Specific importance was placed on the ability of emergency vehicles to access 
hospitals along the corridor. Three hospitals were identified, Mercy Hospital, 
Methodist Hospital and Lutheran Hospital. Table D-1 summarizes existing access 
via I-235. Table D-1 describes access during I-235 reconstruction and access 
upon implementation of the year 2010 plan. Access to Lutheran Hospital will not 
be critical at any time during reconstruction and will not change in the year 
2010 plan. The location of access to Methodist Hospital will remain on Keo \~ay 
in a slightly different interchange configuration. However, during phased 
reconstruction exiting traffic from both eastbound and westbound I-235 will 
temporarily have to use the exits at 19th Street. This would result in some 
increase in travel time for emergency vehicles. Similarly, for Mercy Hospital, 
westbound I-235 traffic will be detoured temporarily to University Avenue via 
the Pennslyvania Avenue interchange. 
Other Special Land Uses 
Table D-1 summarizes future access via I-235 to other specifically recognized 
study area land uses. As Table D-1 indicates, access and egress to these land 
uses will be provided either directly or through minor detours during various 
construction phases. The only change in future access to a land use is 
associated with Drake University. Reconstruction of the 31st Street interchange 
to a full diamond interchange will provide full access and egress at this 
interchange for traffic oriented to the west. However, access can still be 
accommodated to Drake via Cottage Grove Avenue through the interchange along 
19th Street. 
D1 
D 
w 
SPECIAL LAND USE 
State Capitol 
Veterans Memorial Auditorium 
Sec. Taylor Stadium· 
Convention Center 
State Fairgrounds 
Table D-1 (Continued) 
Access to Special Land Uses During I-235 Reconstruction 
FUTURE ACCESS VIA I-235 
EXISTING ACCESS VIA I-235 ACCESS DURING I-235 RECONSTRUCTION PHASES 
EB: Exit at E. 6th St. EB: No Change. Temporary Connection during Phase Ill 
Enter at E. 15th St. No Change, Temporary Connection during Phase Ill 
WB: Exit at E. 14th St. WB: No Change, Temporary Connection during Phase III 
Enter at E. 6th St • No Change. Temporary Connection during Phase III 
EB: Exit at 5th Ave. or 3rd St. EB: No Change. Temporary Connection during Phase II 
Enter at 2nd Ave. During Phase III, use Penn. Ave. 
WB: Exit at 3rd St. or 5th Ave. WB: During Phase Ill, use E. 6th St. 
Enter at 7th St. or 2nd Ave. During Phase III, use 7th St. Exclusively 
EB: Exit at 3rd St. EB: No Change, Temporary Connection during Phase II 
Enter at 2nd Ave. During Phase Ill, use Penn. Ave. 
WB: Ex1t at 3rd St. WB: During Phase III. use 6th St. 
Enter at 2M Ave. During Phase I I 1. use 7th St. 
EB: Ex 1t at 5th Ave. EB: No Change, Temporary Connection during Phase 11 
Enter at 5th Ave • During Phase Ill, use Penn. Ave. 
WB: Ex it at 5th Ave. WB: During Phase Ill, use E. 6th St. 
Enter at 7th St. No Change, Temporary Connection during Phase II 
EB: Exit at University Ave. EB: No Change 
Enter at Easton Blvd. No Change 
WB: Exit at Easton Blvd. WB: No Change 
Enter at University Ave. No Change 
ACCESS IN YEAR 2Dl0 
EB: No Change 
No Change 
WB: No Cnange 
No Change 
EB: No Change 
No Change 
WB: No Change 
No Change 
EB: No Change 
No Change 
WB: No Change 
No Change 
EB: No Change 
No Change 
WB: No Change 
No Change 
EB: No Change 
No Change 
WB: No Change 
No Change 
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JACK E. LEISCH & AS 
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HORIZONTAL PLAN 
ASITY AVE./E. 21ST ST./HUBBELL AVE. 
EXHIBIT E2 
JACK E. LEISCH & ASSO 
in association with 
Brice, Petrides-Donohue Co. • Kirkham, Mic 
HORIZONTAL PLAN 
WOODLAND AVE. EXTENSION 
EXHIBIT E3 
HORIZONTAL PLAN 
in association with 1TH ST. AND 10TH ST. RECONSTRUCTION 
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10TH ST. RECONSTRUCTION 
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APPENDIX F 
Investigation of One-way Operation 
of lOth Street North of High Street 
Recommendations to accommodate year 2010 traffic impacts consist primarily of 
geometric improvements (within available right-of-way) and signal timing 
modifications. A particular constraint identified previously in Chapter IV was 
the existing configuration of arterial street operations (i.e., one-way vs. two-
way) would be desirable to retain. However, consideration was given to 
converting lOth Street to one-way operation northbound north of High Street. 
To identify the operational effects of the conversion, local traffic was 
rerouted and analyses performed at affected intersections. Table F-1, below, 
summarizes and compares si_gnalized level of service analysis on the existing 
network and the ntework with lOth Street converted to one-way. 
TABLE F-1 
Operational Analysis* at Key Intersections 
Assuming One-Way Operations of lOth Street North of High Street 
Proposed Network 
Existing Network (lOth st. One-wax) 
Intersection LOS Delay** V/C LOS Delay** v/c 
High St. & lOth St. D 29.4 1.02 B 9.2 
High St. & 9th St. B 12.0 0.74 B 12.0 
Grand Ave. & lOth St. B 12.4 0.79 B 13.6 
Grand Ave. & 9th St. D 29.9 1.08 D 39.8 
* All analyses reflect existing geometry and lane arrangements, except 
High St./lOth St. where lOth St. is converted to one-way northbound. 
** Average Stopped Delay per Vehicle (sec) 
o. 72 
0.77 
0.80 
1.12 
Southbound traffic on lOth Street would be diverted to either 8th Street or 
other parallel streets to the east and west. Consequently, traffic operations 
improve significantly at the intersection of High Street and lOth Street, but 
deteriorate slightly at High Street and 9th Street, and the already congested 
intersection of Grand Avenue and 9th Street The greatest benefit in this 
rerouting scheme as identified in Chapter VI, would be providing an alternative 
route for outbound CBD traffic during the evening peak period. 
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APPENDIX G 
Glossary of Transportation Terms 
AASHTO - American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC (ADT) -
CAPACITY -
CBD -
The average 24-hour volume, being the total volume during a stated 
period divided by the number of days in that period. Unless 
otherwise stated, the period is one year. 
The maximum number of vehicles that can pass over a given section 
of a lane or roadway in one direction (or in both directions for 
a two-lane highway) during a given time period under prevailing 
roadway and traffir. conditions. It is the maximum rate of flow 
that can occur. 
Central Business District, generally an area of intense commercial 
development in the center of a region. The CBD defined in a 
transportation study may differ from the census definition. 
CYCLE LENGTH -Cycle Length refers to the total time for all traffic movements or 
signal phases to be accommodated, after which the signal recycles. 
D -
DHV -
DMATPC -
DOT -
G/C -
HCM -
Directional Distribution. The directional split of total two-way 
traffic during the peak or design hour, commonly expressed as 
percent in the peak and off-peak flow directions. 
Design Hour Volume 
Des Moines Area Transportation Planning Committee 
Department of Transportation 
The ratio of effective green time to the total cycle length for a 
specific movement at a signalized intersection. 
Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board Special 
Report 209). 
LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS) -
Level of Service is a description of the quality of traffic flow. 
For signalized intersections LOS is defined in terms of average 
stopped delay per vehicle in seconds. Table 6 lists the range of 
delay for LOS A through LOS F. 
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